Subspace clustering is a challenging high-dimensional data mining task. There have been several approaches proposed in the literature to identify clusters in subspaces, however their performance and quality is highly a®ected by input parameters. A little research is done so far on identifying proper parameter values automatically. Other observed drawbacks are requirement of multiple database scans resulting into increased demand for computing resources and generation of many redundant clusters. Here, we propose a parameter light subspace clustering method for numerical data hereafter referred to as CLUSLINK. The algorithm is based on single linkage clustering method and works in bottom up, greedy fashion. The only input user has to provide is how coarse or¯ne the resulting clusters should be, and if not given, the algorithm operates with default values. The empirical results obtained over synthetic and real benchmark datasets show signi¯cant improvement in terms of accuracy and execution time.
Introduction
Clustering of data is an essential data mining task which has applications in target marketing, pattern recognition, statistics, etc. for summarisation, learning and segmentation of data. The goal is to identify dense regions in a given dataset. It is also used as a prerequisite step for classi¯cation. Many clustering techniques have been evolved over the past decades and being used successfully in application areas such as pattern recognition, machine learning, etc. Due to advancements in transmission, sensor and storage domain, data with dimensionality greater than 10 is very common. Such data is termed as high-dimensional data (Lee and Shim, 2015) . Conventional techniques face problems when clustering is done in high-dimensional data spaces (Parsons et al., 2004; Kriegel et al., 2009; Sim et al., 2013) . This is due to the fact that, traditional algorithms treat all dimensions equally important for clustering. Clustering is generally based on distance notations and objects belonging to a cluster lie within a prede¯ned distance threshold from each other. With addition of more and more dimensions, the Euclidean distance between any pair of objects calculated over all dimensions becomes meaningless due to the e®ect called as \curse of dimensionality" (Bellman, 1961) . Objects in high-dimensional data space are generally correlated over few attributes than full-dimensional space. This means in high-dimensional data, clusters are generally found in subspaces than over all dimensions. Therefore, it is possible that for any given pair of objects, they may be close in a few dimensions and far apart from each other in remaining dimensions. Subspace clustering techniques address this issue and¯nd subspaces in which the objects are in close proximity. The number of objects and attributes involved in each subspace cluster may vary, i.e. di®erent clusters may have di®erent shapes and volumes.
Subspace clustering has applications in business management for product recommendations, bioinformatics, disease diagnosis (Jun et al., 2006; Eren et al., 2013) leading to better medical treatments, text mining, social networking where group of objects show similarity over only a few attributes. For recognition of faces, image processing, identi¯cation of moving objects, in the area of computer vision subspace clustering plays important role.
Subspace Clustering Algorithms
Subspace Clustering algorithms are broadly grouped into two categories -Hard Subspace Clustering (HSC) and Soft Subspace Clustering (SSC). HSC algorithms are meant to¯nd exact subspaces. SSC algorithms work by assigning a weight factor to each dimension indicating extent of its membership in a subspace cluster. Further categorisation of these algorithms can be based on the search methodology they use and distance measure they use to¯nd closeness of objects. A naive approach for¯nding subspace clusters can be to have a walk through over all possible subspaces and then apply a validation technique to identify those groups of objects and dimensions which represent clusters. The approach is practically infeasible as the subset enumeration problem is one of the intractable problems (Parsons et al., 2004) . A better approach is to apply a proper heuristic so that search space can be reduced. The search for subspaces can be performed in topdown or bottom-up manner. Some of the well-known top-down algorithms are ORCLUS (Aggarwal and Yu, 2000) , PROCLUS (Aggarwal et al., 1999) , DOC (Procopiuc et al., 2002) , FINDIT (Woo and Lee, 2002) , -Clusters (Yang et al., 2002) , etc., which start with full-dimensional space in one cluster and then re¯ne them to¯nd lower dimensional subspace clusters. They try to¯nd out all possible combinations, and hence result into exponential complexity (Kaur and Datta, 2015) . They face scalability and quality problems when the dimensionality is more than few tens of dimensions. Bottom-up algorithms such as CLIQUE (Agrawal et al., 1998) , MAFIA (Goil et al., 1999) , ENCLUS (Cheng et al., 1999) start by ¯nding 1-dimensional subspace clusters and grow them to include more dimensions. They also require a large number of database scans and try to enumerate redundant trivial clusters.
Depending on the method used to identify closeness of instances, subspace clustering algorithms are divided into three major variantsgrid-based, window-based and density-based and in all these variants, the distance measurement is generally speci¯ed in terms of Euclidean distance. In grid-based algorithms, the attribute space is discretised into axis-parallel cells. The cells which contain more objects than the user de¯ned threshold are connected to form subspace clusters. Size of grid and count of objects are some of the typical parameters for these algorithms and the clustering result is heavily a®ected by positioning of the grids. In density-based subspace clustering, dense regions are identi¯ed as those regions which are having objects count exceeding a user de¯ned threshold within a given radius. Subspace clusters are grown by joining adjacent dense regions. Window-based subspace clustering works by sliding a window of prede¯ned size over the domain of each dimension in an attempt to¯nd overlapping intervals. These intervals are then connected to form subspace clusters, the advantage being accuracy is not a®ected by grid positions as in cell-based approaches. Another categorisation of subspace clustering algorithms can be either producing overlapping or non-overlapping clusters. Examples of non-overlapping approaches are PreDeCon (Bohm et al., 2004) , DOC (Procopiuc et al., 2002) , PROCLUS (Aggarwal et al., 1999) , etc in which an object can be part of only one cluster over a set of dimensions. Overlapping approaches try to¯nd every possible object grouping in every possible subset of dimensions and some of the objects may be common to many subspace clusters. CLIQUE, SUBCLU (Kailing et al., 2004) , FIRES (Kriegel et al., 2005) , ENCLUS (Cheng et al., 1999) , MAFIA (Goil et al., 1999) , etc. are some such examples. Most of these abovementioned approaches have main characteristics that, they depend on user de¯ned values of parameters to handle quantitative 2D datasets.
There are certain issues in which existing algorithms can still be improved. First, these algorithms operate with the parameter values input by user to mine clusters in subspaces. This means they may produce di®erent results with a new set of parameter values. Tuning parameter values required for getting high quality results generally cannot be estimated intuitively by a novice user as the meaning and purpose may not be clear. Exact values can only be estimated after many trial runs each time with a di®erent set of values. Second issue observed with the existing algorithms is e±ciency. Most of these algorithms require excessive scans through the data before converging to¯nal solution. To improve in this area, proper heuristics to prune non-signi¯cant results need to be developed. Third, in the case of algorithms producing overlapping clustering, it may output many redundant clusters, which may not truly represent the underlying data. Hence, it is desirable to enumerate only signi¯cant and informative subspace clusters (Heckel et al., 2017) .
Recent Related Work
Research in subspace clustering has got momentum in past two decades due to its widespread applications. The¯rst subspace clustering algorithm was presented in 1998 called CLustering In QUEst (CLIQUE) (Aggarwal et al., 1999) . Parsons et al. (2004) , Kriegel et al. (2009 ), Sim et al. (2013 give elaborative review of HSC algorithms. The recent developments in this area can be categorised broadly as iterative, algebraic, spectral-clustering-based and statistical methods (Elhamifar and Vidal, 2013) . Chen et al. (2018) propose a data representation method called lowrank constrained autoencoder (LRAE) for subspace clustering. It takes advantage of capturing global structure of data with low-rank constraint and forces the underlying representation of the neural network to be of low rank. Yao et al. (2018) highlight that; the noises present in real high-dimensional data have non-Gaussian distribution with complex structures. They modify Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm to estimate on values of the parameters required by the PMoG-LRR model they propose. A modi¯cation of Low-rank Representation-based (LRR) subspace clustering and Sparse Subspace Clustering (SSC) for multimodal data is presented by Abavisani and Patel (2018) . Struski et al. (2018) propose SuMC (Subspace Memory Clustering) based on information theory, Minimal Description Length Principle and lossy compression. SuMC can automatically determine the optimal dimensions, number of clusters and the optimal value of compression ratio by the Bayesian information criterion (BIC). Yang et al. (2015) present a method for subspace clustering called Sparse Representation with Missing Entries and Matrix Completion to address the issues of incomplete-data subspace clustering and high-rank matrix completion. Peng et al. (2017) highlight that, existing clustering algorithms convert 2D data to vectors for further processing, which results into loss of spatial information contained in the data. To overcome this problem, they propose a subspace clustering method which retains spatial information for clustering with e®ective data representation. Pattern Trails, a new approach for visually ordering and comparing patterns in subspaces is presented by Jäckle et al. (2017) . The approach is to visualise pattern transitions in subspaces by projecting subspaces side-by-side, and highlighting changes between adjacent patterns by a linked representation. The authors claim that the technique is useful for reducing redundancy amongst produced patterns. A non-linear subspace clustering (NSC) method for image clustering is presented by Zhu and Zhou (2017) . Density based subspace clustering methods are able to¯nd arbitrary shaped clusters. Jaya Lakshmi et al. (2017b) highlight that the performance of density-based algorithms is a®ected by density divergence and multi-density behaviour of data. To address these challenges, the authors propose an algorithm to¯x value of one of the input parametersepsilon. Zhu et al. (2017) have proposed a subspace clustering guided unsupervised feature selection (SCUFS) method. Here, subspace clustering is used to learn labels of training samples and those features which are important for subspace clustering are preserved for further processing.
It has been observed that, increasing dimensionality results into exponentially high count of redundant subspace clusters which are extremely di±cult to analyse. Interesting Subspace Clustering (ISC) method is suggested by Jaya Lakshmi et al. (2017a) which addresses this issue by using attribute dependency measure speci¯ed in Rough Set theory. ISC algorithm is a density based method and hence is able tō nd arbitrary shaped subspace clusters. propose DensEst, a density estimator which provides approximate estimates of object counts in probable dense regions. They claim that it can be applied for solving problems of frequent itemset mining and subspace clustering to enhance e±ciency and accuracy. Puri and Kumar (2017) present a subspace clustering method based on entropy and modi¯cation of Gustafson-Kessel clustering in which each cluster and its attributes are represented through gradation in memberships. A Transformation Invariant Subspace Clustering framework is proposed by Qi et al. (2016) , in which data samples are aligned so that they become highly correlated and then better similarity matrix can be obtained. For time Series data clustering, a k-means based algorithm called TSkmeans is suggested by Huang et al. (2016) . Sparse subspace clustering has attracted much attention in the¯elds of signal processing, pattern recognition, image processing, etc. A spectral-spatial sparse subspace clustering (S4C) Ozkok and Celik (2017) propose AE-DBSCAN algorithm which includes a new method to determine the value of neighborhood radius Epsautomatically. Another attempt to estimate appropriate parameter values for subspace clustering is done by Lee and Shim (2015) .
Desired Properties of a Subspace Clustering Algorithm
As there can be multiple ways to solve a problem, so is applicable to subspace clustering. An algorithm designed for¯nding clusters in subspaces should possess following properties (Sim et al., 2013) :
E±ciency
A subspace clustering algorithm must scale with the size of the dataset in terms of objects and dimensions count. As the possible number of subspaces to search for clusters can be exponentially high, proper heuristics must be applied to prune the search space.
Homogeneity
A subspace clustering algorithm must output homogeneous clustering. A set of objects is called homogeneous, if their pair wise distances are less than given threshold value. Euclidean distance is the most commonly used metric to represent similarity between objects. Similarly, a homogeneous cluster has its homogeneity value based on certain criteria and must fall within a user speci¯ed threshold. Several criteria for intra-cluster homogeneity and inter-cluster separability are presented in the literature. Still there is an argument on what is a good clustering. It is sure that points belonging to a subspace cluster should have minimum variance and should be closely packed. Distance, density are some of the indicative factors to identify compactness of a cluster. Cheng et al. mention that a subspace with high entropy represents uniform distribution of objects within it, whereas a subspace having lower entropy has closely packed objects resulting in a cluster.
Interpretable results
The output of a subspace clustering algorithm must be meaningful, easy to analyse and informative with no redundant information. Size of a cluster is one criterion which a®ects the meaning extracted from the clustering. Generally, a threshold value dependent on the clustering problem at hand is used to identify clusters with sig-ni¯cant size. Large threshold values are preferable as it results into less number of meaningful output clusters. The clusters output must be maximal i.e. any subspace cluster should not be repeated in a higher dimensional subspace cluster. At the same time, it must be ensured that, important information is not lost.
Proposed Algorithm

Problem statement
Let a dataset D consists of n objects each having d-attributes. A ¼ fA 1 ; A 2 ; . . . ; A d g is the set of attributes and D ¼ fO
Given D, the subspace clustering algorithm should¯nd clustering C having k subspace clusters i.e. C ¼ fðC 1 ; A 1 Þ; . . . ðC k ; A k Þg where C i D and A i A; 1 i k, i.e. a subspace clustering algorithm should output a set of subspace clusters which are represented in terms of subset of objects and subset of dimensions.
CLUSLINK algorithm
Subspace clustering aims to¯nd the homogeneous and signi¯cant subsets of objects and attributes (Sim et al., 2013) . The homogeneity of the subset is generally measured in terms of similarity or density or common patterns in the subspace. Moise and Sander (2008) call a subspace cluster as statistically signi¯cant if density of the points contained in it is more than the density under uniform distribution. Sim et al. (2013) mention that size of a cluster is an indication of its signi¯cance and they observed that large clusters which are usually few in count are more interpretable. Generally, a threshold value is used to decide if the identi¯ed subspace cluster is homogeneous and signi¯cant. CLUSLINK uses distance threshold to identify homogeneous regions and object-dimension thresholds to mark their signi¯cance.
Default values of these thresholds are initially kept low to avoid loss of important information at an earlier stage due to pruning. Subspace clusters which fail to meet these thresholds are then safely pruned. In the redundancy removal step, the algorithm outputs the minimum number of clusters containing maximal regions as in CLIQUE (Agrawal et al., 1998) by discarding redundant clusters.
The algorithm works in four steps. In Step 1, it identi¯es values of the distance thresholds for each dimension separately. In Step 2, it¯nds all 1D subspace clusters for each dimension and retains only those which satisfy the object threshold criteria. In Step 3, all 1D subspace clusters from each dimension are connected with 1D subspace clusters in remaining dimensions. A dimension with no subspace cluster does not take part into the process of forming larger dimensional subspace clusters. At the end of this step, the algorithm prunes those subspace clusters which do not satisfy the dimension threshold criteria. In Step 4, redundant clusters are removed and only relevant subspace clusters are retained. The complexity of the algorithm is O(n log n).
Step 1: Identi¯cation of distance threshold for each dimension highlight that the output quality of cell-based and density-based subspace clustering algorithms is very sensitive to similarity threshold value used for¯nding neighbouring objects. The proposed algorithm overcomes this requirement by automatically¯nding distance threshold for each dimension separately. First, values in each dimension are sorted in non-decreasing order in order to identify unique values. A window size of¯ve elements is¯xed to¯nd¯ve closest elements in the list. The¯rst element in the sorted list is compared with the second, the second with the third, the third with the fourth and the fourth with the¯fth element to¯nd average distance between¯rst to¯fth elements. Then the window is moved by 1 to¯nd the average distance between second to sixth and so on till the window moves over (n À 4)th to nth element. These average distances are compared to¯nd a¯ve element region having lowest average distance over that dimension. The distance of farthest elements in the densest¯ve element region is taken as distance threshold for that dimension. The distance is rounded to next higher decimal point. This step requires running time of the order O (n log n) þOðnÞ to sort values in each dimension and then compare consecutive elements to¯nd distance threshold.
Step 2: Finding 1D subspace clusters for each dimension In this step, the algorithm proceeds to¯nd neighbouring objects most likely to be on the same subspace in a greedy fashion. Each sorted dimension is processed separately. As in single-linkage method (Sibson, 1973) used in hierarchical clustering, initially each single object is placed in a separate cluster. These singleton clusters are then connected to form larger clusters by using similarity function based on Euclidean distance. For connecting two clusters, the distance of an object from one subspace cluster and at least one object from another subspace cluster should be within the distance threshold identi¯ed for that dimension in step 1. When no new 1D clusters could be formed, clusters having count of objects less than the object threshold are pruned. In this step, the algorithm is able to remove any outliers present in each dimension and discard them from further processing. The default value of the objects threshold is set to 3 if number of dimensions is less than 100 and to 9 for 100 or more dimensions. A concern using single linkage method for 1D subspace cluster formation is that it can sometimes produce chaining amongst the clusters. This means that several clusters may be joined together simply because one of their members is within close proximity of a case from a separate cluster. But this e®ect is recti¯ed in the Step 3 when the 1D clusters are joined to form larger dimensional subspaces to include 1D clusters in remaining dimensions. The dimensions which are not having any 1D subspace clusters are pruned from further processing. In this step, the algorithm records only object ids of objects belonging to each 1D subspace cluster and do not consider the values for further processing. This step requires running time of the order d Ã OðnÞ, as consecutive elements in the sorted list are compared to¯nd neighbouring elements.
Step 3: Expanding 1D subspace to form multidimensional subspace clusters The dimensions are processed in non-increasing order of count 1D subspace clusters excluding those dimensions which do not have any such clusters. Hence now there are m d remaining dimensions to be processed in step 3. Next, all 1D subspace clusters belonging to dimension k under consideration are connected to 1D subspace clusters in remaining m À k, 1 k < m dimensions in the sequence, if they share common object ids. An expanded k-dimensional subspace cluster is retained for further processing only if it is signi¯cant enough to be processed further. In other words, a kD subspace cluster is pruned from further processing if it does not satisfy object threshold and dimension threshold criteria. The default size of the dimension threshold is set equal to 3 if the number of dimensions is less than 100 and it is set to 9 for 100 or more dimensions. Let the count of embedded subspace clusters be N c , each subspace cluster has C o objects and C a attributes. Let the proposed algorithm¯nds on average C n number of 1D clusters. Then this step requires running time of the order (m À 1) ÃC o Ã C 2 n to expand 1D subspace clusters. The value m and C o is far less than values of number of dimensions (d) and number of objects (n) as the dataset contains clusters in subspaces. If p% of the whole data covers hidden subspace clusters, the complexity of Step 3 is nÃpÃCn 100 i.e. of the order of OðnÞ.
Step 4: Redundancy removal A subspace clustering algorithm may output many redundant clusters multiple times in di®erent subspace projections, with little or no new information. Hence, redundancy removal is an essential step. A redundant subspace cluster is de¯ned as a cluster which is repeated in a higher dimensional subspace cluster. The method outlined by Kuhn (1955) for redundancy removal is used in this work. Algorithm 1. CLUSLINK Algorithm Input: Dataset D having n objects and d dimensions, Minimum points minpts, default value = 3, Minimum dimensions min dim, default value = 3 Output: Dense subspace clusters of varied dimensionalities
Step 1: //Estimation of distance threshold for each attribute (a) S 1 ← Set of attributes of D (b) For each attribute s i in S1 defining 1D subspace, 1 ≤ i ≤ d distance threshold[i] = find distance threshold (s i );
Step 2: //Finding 1D subspaces for each dimension For each attribute s i 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ d (a) Sort s i in non-decreasing order. (b) Start with each single object o j i in a separate subspace cluster, 1 ≤ j ≤ n Now, there are n 1D subspace clusters C 1 , . . . , C n . (c) Repeat following until no new set of 1D subspace clusters are found -Merge clusters C k and C j if an object from C k is within distance threshold value from an object from Step 3: //Expanding 1D subspace to form multidimensional subspace clusters (a) Order dimensions in S1 in non-increasing order of count of their 1D subspace clusters. 
Outlier elimination
In step 2, the algorithm is able to eliminate most of the outliers present in a dimension from further processing. An outlier is an object having value that di®erentiates considerably from other observations. A global outlier is one which deviates drastically from other objects in an attribute, whereas collective outlier is a subset of data points that diverges signi¯cantly from the remaining objects only in few attributes. Individually, the objects may not be outliers. Global outliers will not fall in close proximity of most of the points in a dimension and will not become part of any 1D cluster. However, a collective outlier with cardinality greater than the object threshold may form a 1D cluster if objects in the set are within the distance threshold. This e®ect gets recti¯ed in Step 3 as being an outlier this 1D subspace cluster does not share common objects in remaining dimensions and does not satisfy dimension threshold criteria.
Experimental Evaluation
This section presents empirical evaluation results of the proposed algorithm. Experiments are performed on self-generated synthetic datasets and UCI machine learning repository real datasets. Primary goal of these experiments is to assess the quality of clustering and e±ciency of the algorithm. The subspace clustering evaluation framework described by is used to evaluate and compare
Algorithm 1. (continued)
Step 4: //Removing redundant subspace clusters Let C be subspace clustering identified in step 3. Remove a subspace cluster C j ⊆ C which is repeated in terms of the number of objects in a higher dimensional subspace cluster C m ⊆ C, i.e. C j ⊆ C m find distance threshold(val) // val is vector of values in a dimension { (a) Sort val in non-decreasing order.
(b) Move a window of five elements over val to find average distance over group of five consecutive elements. (c) Find the densest five element region r in val. (d) Find two consecutive elements, e i , e i+1 such that, |e i − e i+1 | is the maximum. (e) distance = |e i − e i+1 |. (f) Round distance to next higher decimal place.
Return distance }
CLUSLINK with other well-known algorithms in this group. All experiments are conducted on personal computer having Intel(R) Pentium P6200 CPU @ 2.13 GHz, 2.00 GB RAM, Windows 7 OS, R version 3.4.3.
Performance measures
For comparison of the proposed algorithm with others, this work uses accuracy, F -measure, Relative Non-Intersecting Area (RNIA) and Clustering Error (CE) as evaluation measures . A subspace cluster is represented in terms of subset of objects and subset of attributes of given dataset. Hence evaluation measures based on full-dimensional space are not appropriate for evaluation of subspace clustering. Instead each object O i D; 1 i n is partitioned into d di®erent sub-objects o ij ; 1 j d. Based on this representation, the clustering result is then evaluated in terms of above mentioned evaluation measures. The ground truth for sub-object o ij is already known which is compared with the output sub-objects.
Precision is the fraction of correctly identi¯ed sub-objects out of all sub-objects belonging to output clusters. Recall is the fraction of correctly identi¯ed sub-objects out of all true sub-objects. High precision value indicates that the output has very few false positive members and high recall indicates that there are very few false negative sub-objects. Harmonic mean of recall and precision is termed as F-measure and high value of F-measure indicates how close the output clusters are with the true result. High accuracy (ACC) is indicative of presence of very few false positive and false negative sub-objects and reported clusters are very close to the true result. Optimal values of Precision, Recall, Accuracy and F-measure are 1.0. Relative nonintersecting area (RNIA) is an object and subspace based measure. A good clustering should have all and only the true sub-objects. If U is union of true and output clusters, and I is intersection of true and output clusters, then RNIA ¼ ðU À IÞ=U. The RNIA value should be close to 0, i.e. U factor must be equal to I factor. Transformation of RNIA to RNIA 0 is done by calculating RNIA 0 ¼ 1 -RNIA, so when RNIA 0 is 1, it means RNIA is 0. The performance measure Clustering Error (CE) for subspace clustering is advancement over RNIA. First each identi¯ed cluster is mapped to at most one true cluster and each true cluster is mapped to at most one identi¯ed cluster. Count of sub-objects common to both true and found clusters in the mapping table (called as I 0 ) is determined. Then CE ¼ ðU À I 0 Þ=U. The CE measure penalises for splitting or merging of true clusters in di®erent output clusters. The desirable value of CE is 0. In this work, mapping of true and found clusters is done by using the Hungarian method (Kuhn, 1955) .
Experimental evaluation on synthetic data
Experimental setup
This section highlights the performance of CLUSLINK on synthetic high-dimensional data. A data generator was programmed through which the structure and size of the generated data sets could be controlled. During data generation process, the user needs to provide the data set size (n), number of attributes in the dataset (d), the domain of attribute values (min, max), the count of subspace clusters to be embedded (N c ), number of objects in each subspace cluster (C o ), number of attributes in each subspace cluster (C a ), the standard deviation (s d ) which speci¯es the amount of dispersion in the data values belonging to a subspace cluster. When points in a data set are very close to mean value, the standard deviation is close to 0, whereas in uniformly distributed data it takes a higher value. Using these parameters, the data generator proceeds by selecting subset of objects and their associated dimensions randomly, over which the cluster values will be distributed. The generated clusters are axis parallel. A random value from [min, max] is chosen as mean and values of cluster points follow a normal distribution having standard [min, max] . As the attributes and objects participating in di®erent subspace clusters are selected randomly they can overlap. The experiments were analysed by using data sets with n ¼ 1; 000 to 5,000, number of dimensions d ¼ 100 to 500, min ¼ 1:0 and max ¼ 100:0, the value of s d was set to 0.01. 10% of the data points carry random noise values.
The scalability of the algorithm
Scalability of the proposed algorithm with increase in data size in terms of object count and attribute count is evaluated in this section. The experiments were performed by varying the number of data points from 1,000 to 5,000 and number of attributes from 100 to 500. The data points were grouped in¯ve clusters having 20 objects and 20 dimensions each. The results are depicted in Fig. 1. Figure 1 highlights that, with increase in number of objects (n), the execution time is linear in n. For up to 4,000 instances, execution time is quite low irrespective of increase in dimensionality. Figure 1(b) highlights that, the execution time is very low for up to 4,000 instances. Thereafter the algorithm shows a linear increase in execution time. When there are more than 4,000 objects, the execution time increases noticeably. Figure 2 shows the e®ect of variation in average cluster dimensionality on execution time. In each subspace cluster objects and attributes count varies from 10 to 20. The dataset has¯ve subspace clusters, 5,000 data points and number of dimensions is varied from 100 to 500. The outcome shows that the proposed algorithm scales well with increased cluster dimensionality and execution time is independent of size of embedded clusters. 
Cluster quality and subspace detection
This section highlights the quality of subspace clustering produced on synthetic datasets containing¯ve subspaces with 10 instances and 10 dimensions each. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) highlight that the accuracy varies from 0.94 to 1 when number of instances are varied from 1,000 to 5,000 and dimensions count is varied from 100 to 500. The algorithm produces highly accurate results in all cases. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show F1-measure values from above runs. F1-score is around 1 in all runs. In Figs 5(a) and 5(b), a graph of 1 -RNIA is plotted. It shows that RNIA value is around 0 to 0.06, Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show clustering error for data having above mentioned dimensionality. These evaluation results clearly highlight that the algorithm produces high quality output on synthetic datasets.
Results and discussion
CLUSLINK was implemented and experimented on real and synthetic datasets having up to 500 dimensions and 5,000 instances. The results of the experiments highlight that for moderate datasets up to 400 dimensions and 4,000 instances, the algorithm shows a linear growth. Thereafter the execution time increases noticeably due to the fact that, many 1D subspace clusters are formed in each dimension resulting into increased set matching operations in step 3, in which common points are connected to form large dimensional subspace clusters. As shown in Fig. 2 , dimensionality of embedded clusters has negligible e®ect on execution time, i.e. execution time is independent of cluster dimensionality. The accuracy of the algorithm over synthetic dataset is around 94%-100% irrespective of increase in dimensionality and number of instances. F1-score varies between 0.96 and 1 for all cases. CE and RNIA values are between 0 and 0.4 for all cases. As depicted in Fig. 7 , the algorithm is able to identify all clusters embedded in the data exactly. The results demonstrate that the algorithm is able to produce high quality results on synthetic datasets.
Experimental evaluation on real data
This section presents evaluation of CLUSLINK on some of the standard datasets from UCI machine learning repository as mentioned in Table 1 . These datasets are mainly intended for clustering in full-dimensional space or for classi¯cation purpose. True clustering is marked by using class labels present in the datasets. The performance of other well-known algorithms and CLUSLINK on above mentioned datasets is presented in Table 2 . For other algorithms, the evaluation metrics and the results as available in the literature are used. The results highlight that, in terms of accuracy, the performance of CLUSLINK is superior over other well-known algorithms. Table 3 presents the number of subspace clusters reported and execution time in seconds. The performance of CLUSLINK on Iris, Ecoli and Robo4 datasets is presented in Table 4 . The proposed algorithm was executed on a computer with 2.13 GHz CPU and the results of other algorithms were obtained on a computer with 2.3GHz CPU . In this paper, still the execution times are compared to get approximate view of orders of magnitudes in both cases. It can be observed that, runtime of the proposed algorithm is at least 100 times faster than others. Number of clusters reported is comparable with other algorithms.
Results and discussion
In the work by Huang et al. (2014) , the authors run all the algorithms under consideration 100 times with di®erent parameter settings before arriving at average values of accuracy, F1-score and Rand Index. The proposed algorithm requires a Table 3 re°ect that CLUSLINK has excellent runtime in the group. This is because it requires only two database scans, one for calculation of distance threshold and another for forming 1D clusters. As shown in Table 2 , it outperforms other algorithms in terms of Accuracy and produces comparable results for F1-measure and RNIA. Still the algorithm can be further improved to reduce CE values. The CE measure penalises for splitting or merging of true clusters in di®erent output clusters. Table 3 shows number of clusters reported in comparison with other well known algorithms and there is a scope to improve which will result in improvement of CE values. Table 5 shows comparison of CLUSLINK with the algorithms mentioned by Huang et al. (2014) in terms of Rand Index, Accuracy and F1-score. Rand Index measures extent of similarity between true and output clustering. The results highlight that Rand Index values reported are comparable to other algorithms. Overall the algorithm outperforms in terms of accuracy and runtime and produces comparable results for other evaluation measures.
Conclusions and Future Scope
The main objective of subspace clustering is to mine true clusters hidden in subspaces. Most of the existing algorithms in the literature require the user to set many parameters and are generally very sensitive to these parameters. Estimating proper values for input parameters needs data analysis before hand, which may not be practical when the data has hundreds of attributes. In this paper, a novel parameter-light algorithm called CLUSLINK is proposed which automatically determines the distance threshold required for¯nding natural grouping in the data. It only requires the user to specify how¯ne or coarse output subspace clusters should be. In the absence of this input, it assumes a default value. Most of the algorithms in the literature require hundreds of runs with varied parameter values to get optimal results, whereas CLUSLINK requires only a single run to output the clustering. Experimental results demonstrate that it is highly accurate compared to other well-known algorithms. It scales linearly with increase in number of attributes and instances. In terms of other evaluation measures, it produces comparable results. In the redundancy removal step, it is able to remove unwanted clusters and retain only relevant clusters. The proposed algorithm is intended for structured numerical data and the distance threshold is estimated accordingly. It can further be extended to handle categorical, binary, incomplete and unstructured datasets. We assume that a very less fraction ( 10%) of the total objects and dimensions participate in subspace clusters embedded in the data. The complexity of CLUSLINK is O(n log n) where n is the count of objects. Hence if the algorithm is applied over datasets containing a high fraction of objects and dimensions belonging to clusters, the running time will increase substantially. Future work in this¯eld can be to devise a parallel version of the algorithm to handle high-dimensional data having a few thousands of dimensions and high fraction of objects and dimensions participating in clusters.
